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Advent Lantern Festival
The annual Lantern festival held at Advent is a very special date
in the Annan Calendar. Advent is a time of moving through the
darkness towards the yearly rebirth of the light, when the days
begin to grow longer.
Our traditional Advent Festival is held on the last school day before
the 1st December. This year that falls on the 30th November. Helen
D’Ascoli works with the Elder children to prepare a festival space
formed from a spiral path of evergreens.
Every child in the school makes a lantern and brings it to the
festival. We sing our special advent songs and the keepers of the
light (2 Elders) lead each child to the centre of the spiral path
where they place a gift on the tree.

Soaking the paper
The first part of the process is to
soak the cartridge paper in
water.

At the end of the festival the tree in the centre is lit and the children
stand in the semi-darkness entranced by the glow of the beautiful
lanterns as parents join the singing.
This year we are in lockdown, but that won’t stop us holding our
festival, it just means it won’t have an audience of parents. We
want to involve parents in this very special event and have come
up with two ways to make this happen.
Firstly, the children have been preparing their lantern paper in
school using traditional wet on wet painting techniques. This paper
will then come home and we are asking parents to follow the
instructions on Blick! to build the lantern with your child. This will
mean parents can feel part of the lantern making process.
Secondly, on the day of the lantern Festival itself, we have booked
someone to come and film the festival for us and he will use photos
taken in school and at home to make a short video to share on
Blick and the website. We really hope that this beautiful record of
the festival will be something you can treasure at home and share
with family to make up for missing out on being there in person.

Painting the paper
Next you sponge over the
paper on a board and then
add the beautiful water colour
wash with a wide flat paintbrush
or pipette.
Some older classes then added
silhouette designs.

Children are like tiny flowers; they are varied and need care, but each is beautiful alone
and glorious when seen in the community of peers. Friedrich Froebel

Room on the Broom

Netball Lovers

Sycamore Class had a wonderful time re-enacting story favourite
‘Room on a Broom’ by Julia Donaldson at Forest School on
Tuesday. After finding an enormous branch in the forest the
children helped Helen to wrap a bundle of smaller branches to it
to create a giant broomstick. The children then played the
different characters in the story and all climbed aboard the
broomstick, watch out for the dragon everyone!

Elder Class love their netball PE
lessons so much they insisted on
playing in the rain. They are
working hard to improve their
skills in shooting, marking
opponents and getting free
when their team has the ball.

Fire Lighting skills
At forest school, Elder class
children perfected one of the
most important survival skills –
fire lighting. They had to collect
tinder and different sized, dry
twigs; prepare the fire; and light
it with strikers. They found that
collection and preparation
were vital, otherwise the fire
would go out. Everyone
agreed that fire lighting was
very satisfying, and we all felt
tremendous pride in our fires.

Menu for next week:

Dates for your diary:
Virtual Lantern Festival: Monday 30th November

Monday: Enchiladas + veggies
Tuesday: Pizza

Last day of Autumn Term: Thursday 10th December
First day of Spring Term: Tuesday 5th January
Spring Half Term: 15th to 19th February
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